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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Introduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) is a devastating thoracic malignancy with constantly rising incidence over the past decades. Currently, the therapeutic management has shifted from single therapy approaches to multimodality treatment strategies including chemotherapy, radical surgery, and radiation. The combination of cisplatin with pemetrexed is the standard first-line systemic therapy. The recently published phase 3 MAPS study demonstrated that the addition of bevacizumab, a VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) neutralizing antibody, to chemotherapy significantly prolongs patients' overall survival (OS). However, the survival benefit achieved with antiangiogenic drugs is modest (can be measured only in a few months). The limited success achieved with these drugs is due in large part to therapy resistance, although the mechanisms of tumor vascularization and resistance against antiangiogenic drugs are poorly understood. The spread of malignant cells to lymph nodes (LNs) is a common event and LN metastasis is a key prognostic factor in various malignancies, including MPM. However, little is known about the lymphangiogenic process in human MPM and the relationship of its lymphatic network to LN metastasis and prognosis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rationale and Aim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This project aimed to clarify the biological and clinical significance of the blood and lymph vasculature in the progression of MPM, a devastating thoracic malignancy with dismal prognosis largely due to resistance to current therapeutic modalities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. To identify and characterize the role of the (lymph)angiogenic molecules and their receptors that are expressed by the MPM cells and thus may regulate blood and/or lymph vessel formation and/or – even in an autocrine manner - enhance tumor growth.  
2. In order to study their potential autocrine effects, overexpression or silencing of (lymph)angiogenic factors will also be studied on the in vitro characteristics of human MPM cells.  
3. In vivo growth, tumor vascularization and lymphangiogenesis and lymph node metastasis of orthotopically growing human MPM xenografts formed by genetically modified MPM cells will be assessed as well. By using different microscopy techniques and gene expression profiling, we also plan to better characterize the blood and lymph vasculature of human MPM samples. |
**Results, Conclusions and Future Perspectives**

As proposed in my original research plan, I further analyzed the gene expression profiles (Suppl. Table 1. in the original research plan) of our MPM cell lines and validated the mRNA expressions of the different (lymph)angiogenic molecules (Fig.1) and their receptors (Fig.2).

Next, I measured the protein levels of different (lymph)angiogenic molecules (VEGF-A, VEGF-C, apelin, endothelin-1, FGF2, FGF18) in normal mesothelial cells (NP1, NP2) and in 18 different human MPM cell lines by ELISA. Of note, I found significantly elevated VEGF-A, VEGF-C and decreased endothelin-1 levels in MPM cells (vs. NP1 and NP2 cell lines).

We also established an in vitro vascular/lymphatic model system which allows the quantitative analysis of how diffusive growth factors (like VEGF isoforms) effect vascular sprout and vessel formation. The assay utilizes aggregates made of lymphatic or blood endothelial cells, placed in a 3D fibrin gel environment. Co-cultures of endothelial and tumor spheroids reveal how MPM cell lines can modulate endothelial sprouting by diffusive factors. Spheroids of distinct MPM cell lines inhibit endothelial sprout growth to various degrees. By quantitative morphometric analysis we established that M38K spheroids are most repulsive, while p31 spheroids are the most permissive -- with SPC111 spheroids in between these two extremes (Fig.3.) By using confocal (whole mount samples and frozen sections of the diaphragm) and electron microscopy, we also investigated the vascularisation and growth of orthotopically implanted human P31 and SPC111 MPM cells. Furthermore, we assessed the motility and invasion of P31 and SPC111 cells and spheroids in vitro.

In this set of mouse experiments, both MPM lines induced the early development of submesothelial microvascular plexuses bulging into the pleural space and covering large areas of the diaphragm including regions distant from tumor colonies. The development of these microvascular networks occurred due to both intussusceptive angiogenesis and endothelial sprouting and was faster when VEGF-A-overexpressing MPM cells were implanted. Importantly, SPC111 cells showed different behavior to P31 cells. P31 colonies invaded and thus incorporated the tumor-induced capillary plexuses from the earliest stages of MPM nodule formation (4-5 days post inoculation) (Fig.4.A). In contrast, SPC111 colonies pushed the capillary plexuses away and thus remained avascular for up to three weeks (Fig.4.B). In support of this, P31 cells and spheroids exhibited significantly higher 2D motility (spreading) on plastic and 3D invasion in collagen and collagen/fibronectin gels. The key event in in vivo SPC111 vascularization was a desmoplastic response beneath the tumor nodules. This desmoplastic matrix was continuously engulfed by the SPC111 nodules resulting in the appearance of intratumoral collagen-containing desmoplastic tissue trunks providing a route for endothelial sprouting from the diaphragm. Based on these in vivo studies, we report two distinct growth and vascularization patterns of orthotopically implanted human MPM tumors in mice. In the invasive growth pattern, MPM cells invade and thus co-opt the peritumoral capillary plexuses of the pleura. In the pushing/desmoplastic growth pattern, MPM cells fail to invade the peritumoral capillary plexuses. Instead, they induce a desmoplastic response within the underlying pleura which allows endothelial sprouting and the development of a nutritive vasculature.
Fig.2. mRNA expression of different (lymph)angiogenic factor receptors (APJ, apelin receptor; EDNRB, endothelin receptor; PDGFR-A,B; TEK, Ang-1 receptor, KDR, VEGF receptor-2; FLT4, VEGF receptor 3; IGF2R, Insulin-like growth factor 2 receptor; FGFR2, fibroblast growth factor receptor-2; FGFR3, fibroblast growth factor receptor-3) was measured in eight international MPM cell lines (M38K, p31, SPC212, SPC111, CRL5915, CRL5820, I2, I9), in eight MPM cell lines established by our group (VMC12, VMC14, VMC20, VMC23, VMC28, VMC31, VMC33, VMC40) and in the immortalized non-malignant mesothelial cell line Met5A. Reference gene: β-actin

Fig.3. Spheroids of MPM lines can repel, to various extents, endothelial sprouts. Semaphorins are known regulators of endothelial guidance, and were reported to be produced by MPM cells. Our qPCR analysis revealed that M38K and SPC111 cells produce 10-fold more sema3f and sema3e isoforms, respectively, than p31 cells do. Both sema3f and sema3e are well documented chemorepellents of endothelial cell migration. Thus, several MPM lines can affect the spatial orientation of growing vascular sprouts and vessels. Spheroids of three MPM cell lines chosen on the basis of semaphorin expression profiles were co-cultured with aggregates of lymphatic endothelial cells (LEC) in fibrin gel for 4 days. A: High semaphorin-3b expression of M38K cells repel sprouts and give rise to a highly anisotropic endothelial sprout morphology. B: A lower expression level of SPC111 cells creates a less repellent environment for sprout growth. C: Sprouts approach but do not grow into P31 spheroids, which have the lowest semaphorin-3b expression.
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(as requested by ESMO, I have stated in each paper/presentation that I am a recipient of an ESMO translational fellowship)
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